
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 2018 

I am not going to start this year’s report with thoughts of ‘handing over the reins... the thought 

seems to jinx the possibility. Brian and some of our councillors have had a personally challenging 

year and I wish them well and thank them for their continuing commitment to Charley Parish. 

2017/18 saw all the regular issues – litter, speed of traffic through the parish, poor broadband speed 

etc but we must continue to raise these points and make our voice heard even though we see few 

positive results. There has been a reduction in the number of RTAs at Charley Cross roads since the 

road improvements but it was rather frustrating that our concerns were largely ignored as we are 

‘geographically out of that area’! The dustbin signs ‘Slow down and save lives’ do have an impact on 

drivers passing through but NWLDC have no more supplies of them and don’t intend to reorder. I 

would have thought that this is a minimal cost project and worth continuing. 

Litter – I would like to again express the parish council’s sincere thanks to those residents who fight 

the continuing battle with the litter nearly all of which  is thrown from passing vehicles and  our 

sympathy with the landowners who find to their cost that beer cans and rubbish are fly-tipped over 

the walls and onto their land. I’m afraid that your efforts will continue to be needed while there are 

people who refuse to acknowledge the impact of their actions on others. At present, the parish looks 

green and clean but the first grass cut of the season will reveal the hidden litter. 

Broadband; Charley is promised an improvement in speed by 2020 but this is little consolation to the 

growing number of business in the parish. A possible solution has just been proposed to us. 

During the coming months I want to initiate a parish discussion about Neighbourhood Plans and to 

give everyone a opportunity to consider the idea, the June newsletter will spell out the rationale 

behind this wish. It is not a subject that can be decided by a small group of people on behalf of the 

parish so I am aiming to persuade many many more of our residents to attend at least one meeting. 

Having said that, I would like to thank our regular attenders and assure you that your presence and 

opinions  are  greatly appreciated. I must also thank Mr Harlow for providing and placing the trough 

which will be filled with plants over the coming weeks. 

The Parish Council is co-ordinating the Three Churches Flower Festival to commemorate the ending 

of WW1 and also hopes to decorate some of the lamp posts in the parish during November with 

large poppies purchased at a reduced price from NWLDC. I believe the three churches will also take 

part in the national bell ringing during this time. There is a lot happening in Charley; a nationally 

known Gin manufacture; natural milk on tap; an award winning wedding venue and soon to come, 

Trappist beer!  Meanwhile our farmers continue quietly in the background and we feel for them as 

they plodded on – literally- through the miserable weather we are still experiencing. 

There are many changes in law relating to planning and Data Protection and councillors will be 

challenged to get up to date with these. We are very fortunate to have  the services of LARLC to  sift 

through this legislation to make it easier for us to digest-  but it still requires a lot of effort. As a small 

Council we do not hold any data about our residents but it still needs vigilance on the part of 

councillors and clerk to make sure that our  personal knowledge of residents is not made public 

through our discussions and reports. Keep up to date with our website! 

Thank you again to everyone and especially Brian. 


